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March 7,2019

Pedro A. Rivera, Secretary
Pennsylvania Department of Education
333 Market Street
Harrisburg,PA 17126

Dear Secretary Rivera,

I am writing regarding the Penn Hills School District dire financial situation and asking that your
department explain how it exercised appropriate oversight of the school's finances, and what it did to
prevent this nearly irreversible financial hole.

According to the grand jury findings, the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) should oversee
school building projects to ensure that taxpayer money is being used efficiently and not to build wasteful
or lavish buildings.

However, the grand jury findings reveal that any oversight by the department was "completely
ineffective." Even though there are statutes and regulations guiding building projects that establish
requirements to follow, there appeat to be zero consequences for not complying with those guidelines.

The report also points out that oversight is limited to certain parts of construction and not the actual
spending of a district: there are no considerations of a district's financial condition or ability to afford a
project. In summary they conclude that without meaningful state oversight, the wasteful spending of
Penn Hills' taxpayer's money went unchecked.

How can it be rationalized that a school district needs to have larger student capacity buildings when
enrollment has declined consistently?

On a separate note, what steps did the department take to verify that the numbers submitted by the
district during the required Act 34 hearings to ensure they were accurate? According to the grand jury
report, inaccurate information presented at these hearings can have disastrous outcomes when steps are
not taken to stop a project based on faulty information.
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The determining of how much long term debt a school may take on is in statute and regulation.
However, inexplicably, the school expenses are not taken into account in determining the debt limit, It
was obvious that the school should not have been allowed to increase debt because it had year upon year
of operatingat a deficit. Nonetheless, they were allowed to issue bonds and incur debt continuously.
This is astonishing how this was allowed to happen without oversight.

The department should have stepped in much earlier and stopped the Penn Hills School District from its
long downward spiral.

The district was placed under a financial watch status in June 2017 and a financial recovery status in
January 2019. Once put on a watch status, the school went to a recovery mode in less than two years!

I have made numerous requests over the years for the department to appoint a financial recovery officer,
and put the district in a financial recovery status.

In June 2015,I asked for the district to be placed under moderate financial recovery status. In a
response from your office dated June 17,2015,I was told that the department did not have the statutory
authority to do so.

However, later in the letter, Act 141 of 2012 was referenced. The letter pointed out that the State Board
was required by law to adopt regulations allowing for additional criteria for a district to be placed in
recovery status. In other words, there would be more ways to allow the move to have Penn Hills placed
in recovery mode.

According to my calculations these regulations should have been finished by July 12,2014. 'I'hat

means as of your letter dated June 15th, 2015, the regulations were nearly a full year overdue, which
begs the question of what could have been avoided had they been done on time.

A question on my constituent's minds is what did the department do when the school began moving
towards going into enormous debt and building a new school? It seems that given the extensive amount
of financial information exchanged between dishict and department that there should have been a huge
red flag raised.

The Penn Hills problem did not happen overnight. I have been writing to the department for many years
for it to step in and take control once it became apparent that the school was not able to properly handle
its financial affairs. It seems to me that merely offering the school district technical advice is
insufficient. The taxpayers of the district will suffer the ill effects of the board and administration's
errors, and the lack of strong action on the part of the department, for a long time.

Sincerely,

State Representative
32nd Legislative District


